
Project: Bitrepository Acceptance test
Suite: Modifying clients

TestCase: Delete client

Test: deleteClientIdentificationTimeout

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a failed identification for the DeleteClient

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1
Initialise the number of pillars and the
DeleteClient. Sets the identification
timeout to 1 sec. 

Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be deleted on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForDeleteFileRequest should
be sent to the pillar. √

3 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. Should make send a Failure event to the
eventhandler. √

Test: deleteClientOperationTimeout

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a failed operation for the DeleteClient

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1
Initialise the number of pillars and the
DeleteClient. Sets the operation timeout to
1 sec. 

Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be deleted on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForDeleteFileRequest should
be sent to the pillar. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √

4 Validate the steps of the DeleteClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

5 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. Should make send a Failure event to the
eventhandler. √

Test: deleteClientPillarFailed

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a operation failure for the DeleteClient. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be deleted on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForDeleteFileRequest should
be sent to the pillar. √



3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √

4 Validate the steps of the DeleteClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

5 Send a failed response message to the
DeleteClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PillarFailed, then a Complete. √

Test: deleteClientTester

Purpose 
Tests the DeleteClient. Makes a whole conversation for the delete client for a 'good' scenario.

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be deleted on all pillars
(which means only the default pillar).

A IdentifyPillarsForDeleteFileRequest should
be sent to the pillar. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √

4 Validate the steps of the DeleteClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

5 The pillar sends a progress response to the
DeleteClient. Should be caught by the event handler. √

6 Send a final response message to the
DeleteClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PartiallyComplete, then a Complete. √

Test: verifyDeleteClientFromFactory

Purpose 
Testing the initialization through the ModifyComponentFactory.

TestCase: PutFile client

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Use the ModifyComponentFactory to
instantiate a PutFileClient. 

It should be an instance of
SimplePutFileClient √

Test: fileExistsOnPillarChecksumFromPillarNoClientChecksum

Purpose 
Tests that PutClient handles the presence of a file correctly, when the pillar returns a checksum but the
putFile was called without a checksum. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Call putFile. 
A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be
sent to the pillar and a
IDENTIFY_REQUEST_SENT should be
generated. 

√

The client should generate the following



2 Send a DUPLICATE_FILE_FAILURE
response with a random checksum. 

events:'COMPONENT_FAILED',
'FAILED' 

√

Test: fileExistsOnPillarDifferentChecksumFromPillar

Purpose 
Tests that PutClient handles the presence of a file correctly, when the pillar returns a checksum different
from the file being put. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Call putFile. 
A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be
sent to the pillar and a
IDENTIFY_REQUEST_SENT should be
generated. 

√

2 Send a DUPLICATE_FILE_FAILURE
response with a random checksum. 

The client should generate the following
events:'COMPONENT_FAILED',
'FAILED' 

√

Test: fileExistsOnPillarNoChecksumFromPillar

Purpose 
Tests that PutClient handles the presence of a file correctly, when the pillar doesn't return a checksum in
the identification response. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Call putFile. 
A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be
sent to the pillar and a
IDENTIFY_REQUEST_SENT should be
generated. 

√

2 Send a DUPLICATE_FILE_FAILURE
response without a checksum. 

The client should generate the following
events:'COMPONENT_FAILED',
'FAILED' 

√

Test: noPillarsResponding

Purpose 
Tests the handling of missing identification responses from all pillar

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Sets the identification timeout to 1 sec.  √

2 Request the putting of a file through the
PutClient 

A identification request should be
dispatched. √

3 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. An IDENTIFY_TIMEOUT event should be
generate, followed by a FAILED event. √

Test: normalPutFile

Purpose 
Tests the PutClient. Makes a whole conversation for the put client for a 'good' scenario.



Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one  √

2 Ensure that the test-file is placed on the
HTTP server. Should be removed an reuploaded. √

3
Request the delivery of a file from a
specific pillar. A callback listener should
be supplied. 

A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be
sent to the pillar. √

4 Make response for the pillar. The client should then send the actual
PutFileRequest. √

5 Validate the steps of the PutClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

6 The pillar sends a progress response to the
PutClient. Should be caught by the event handler. √

7 Send a final response message to the
PutClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PartiallyComplete, then a Complete. √

Test: onePillarRespondingWithPartialPutAllowed

Purpose 
Tests the handling of missing identification responses from one pillar, when partial put are allowed

References 
<a href=https://sbforge.org/jira/browse/BITMAG-598>BITMAG-598 It should be possible to putFiles,
even though only a subset of the pillars are available</a>

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Sets the identification timeout to 3 sec and
allow partial puts.  √

2 Request the putting of a file through the
PutClient A identification request should be dispatched. √

3 Only send an identification response from
one pillar. 

An COMPONENT_IDENTIFIED event
should be generate. √

4 Await the timeout. 

An IDENTIFY_TIMEOUT events, a
COMPONENT_FAILED event for the non-
responding pillar and a
IDENTIFICATION_COMPLETE event
should be generated. 

√

5
The client should proceed to send a
putFileOperation request to the responding
pillar. 

A REQUEST_SENT event should be
generated and a PutFileRequest should be
received on the pillar. 

√

6 Send a pillar complete event 
The client should generate a
COMPONENT_COMPLETE followed by a
COMPLETE event 

√

Test: onePillarRespondingWithPartialPutDisallowed

Purpose 
Tests the handling of missing identification responses from one pillar, when partial put are allowed



Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Sets the identification timeout to 3 sec and
disallow partial puts.  √

2 Request the putting of a file through the
PutClient A identification request should be dispatched. √

3 Only send an identification response from
one pillar. 

An COMPONENT_IDENTIFIED event
should be generate. √

4 Await the timeout. 

An IDENTIFY_TIMEOUT event
,COMPONENT_FAILED event for the non-
responding pillar, an
IDENTIFICATION_COMPLETE and lastly
a OperationEventType.FAILED event should
be generated. 

√

Test: putClientOperationTimeout

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a failed operation for the PutClient

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1
Initialise the number of pillars and the
PutClient. Sets the operation timeout to 1
sec. 

Should be OK. √

2 Request the putting of a file through the
PutClient The identification message should be sent. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client should then send the actual
PutFileRequest. √

4 Validate the steps of the PutClient by going
through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected'
and 'RequestSent' √

5 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. Should make send a Failure event to the
eventhandler. √

Test: putClientPillarOperationFailed

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a operation failure for the PutClient. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one Should be OK. √

2 Ensure that the test-file is placed on the
HTTP server. Should be removed an reuploaded. √

3
Request the delivery of a file from a
specific pillar. A callback listener should
be supplied. 

A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be
sent to the pillar. √

4 Send pillar response. The client should then send the actual
PutFileRequest. √

5 Validate the steps of the PutClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √



6 Send a failed response message to the
PutClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PillarFailed, then a Complete. 

√

Test: sameFileExistsOnOnePillar

Purpose 
Tests that PutClient handles the presence of a file correctly, when the pillar returns a checksum equal the
file being put (idempotent). 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Call putFile. 
A IdentifyPillarsForGetFileRequest will be sent to the
pillar and a IDENTIFY_REQUEST_SENT should be
generated. 

√

2
Send a
DUPLICATE_FILE_FAILURE
response with a checksum equal
to the one supplied to the client. 

The client should generate the following
events:'COMPONENT_COMPLETE √

3 Send an identification response
from the second pillar. 

An COMPONENT_IDENTIFIED
OperationEventType.IDENTIFICATION_COMPLETE
and a event should be generate. 

√

4
The client should proceed to
send a putFileOperation request
to the second pillar. 

A REQUEST_SENT event should be generated and a
PutFileRequest should be received on the pillar. √

5 Send a pillar complete event 
The client should generate a
COMPONENT_COMPLETE followed by a
COMPLETE event 

√

Test: verifyPutClientFromFactory

Purpose 
Testing the initialization through the ModifyComponentFactory.

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Use the ModifyComponentFactory to
instantiate a PutFileClient. 

It should be an instance of
SimplePutFileClient √

TestCase: Replace client

Test: replaceClientIdentificationTimeout

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a failed identification for the ReplaceClient

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1
Initialise the number of pillars and the
DeleteClient. Sets the identification
timeout to 1 sec. 

Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be replaced on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForReplaceFileRequest
should be sent to the pillar. √



3 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. Should make send a Failure event to the
eventhandler. √

Test: replaceClientOperationTimeout

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a failed operation for the ReplaceClient

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1
Initialise the number of pillars and the
DeleteClient. Sets the operation timeout to
1 sec. 

Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be replaced on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForReplaceFileRequest
should be sent to the pillar. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √

4 Validate the steps of the ReplaceClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

5 Do not respond. Just await the timeout. Should make send a Failure event to the
eventhandler. √

Test: replaceClientPillarFailed

Purpose 
Tests the handling of a operation failure for the ReplaceClient. 

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be replaced on the default
pillar. 

A IdentifyPillarsForReplaceFileRequest
should be sent to the pillar. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √

4 Validate the steps of the ReplaceClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' √

5 Send a failed response message to the
ReplaceClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PillarFailed, then a Complete. √

Test: replaceClientTester

Purpose 
Tests the ReplaceFileClient. Makes a whole conversation for the replace client for a 'good' scenario.

Step Stimuli Expected result Result
1 Initialise the number of pillars to one Should be OK. √

2 Request a file to be replaced on all pillars
(which means only the default pillar). 

A IdentifyPillarsForReplaceFileRequest
should be sent to the pillar. √

3 Make response for the pillar. The client receive the response, identify the
pillar and send the request. √



4 Validate the steps of the ReplaceClient by
going through the events. 

Should be 'PillarIdentified', 'PillarSelected' and
'RequestSent' 

√

5 The pillar sends a progress response to the
ReplaceClient. Should be caught by the event handler. √

6 Send a final response message to the
ReplaceClient. 

Should be caught by the event handler. First a
PillarComplete, then a Complete. √

Test: verifyReplaceFileClientFromFactory

Purpose 
Testing the initialization through the ModifyComponentFactory.

Step Stimuli Expected result Result

1 Use the ModifyComponentFactory to
instantiate a ReplaceFileClient. 

It should be an instance of
ConversationBasedReplaceFileClient √


